
Biography of Steve Blanchard

Steve Blanchard emerges from the historic streets of Albany, NY, a paragon of leadership
excellence fused with an unwavering commitment to hard work. His endeavors span from an
impressive professional track to passionate hobbies and a heartfelt dedication to community
service.

Steve proudly stands at the helm of Empire State Warranty, a leading vehicle service contract
firm in Latham, NY. His ascent to its creation is a testament to his tenacity and unparalleled
leadership. In 2016, this dedication was recognized when he received the Presidents Club
award from Preferred Warranties Inc., distinguishing himself as their top representative. Such
accolades only solidified his faith in his capabilities.

Building on his achievements, he embarked on expanding his professional space. The
business, showcasing his relentless commitment and confidence, is set to unveil a new office
this coming November.

Outside the realm of contracts and boardrooms, Steve dives into the exhilarating worlds of
sports and video gaming. His fascination with baseball and gaming began during his formative
years and has only intensified. But it's not just about the adrenaline rush; for him, it's also about
the camaraderie, competitive spirit, and strategic thinking involved. These hobbies further
underscore his dedication and leadership attributes as he navigates virtual and real-world
arenas.



He embodies the adage that true leaders serve. He is an active champion for NAMI, an
organization devoted to supporting individuals with mental health challenges. This cause
resonates deeply with him, who has faced MDD, PTSD, and anxiety disorders.

But his charitable endeavors don't end there. Steve also lends his time to Honest Weight, a local
CO-OP, and has generously supported numerous Western NY charities, including Oishei
Children's Hospital. His philanthropic initiatives highlight his genuine commitment to enriching
the lives of others.

His diligence and leadership remain unwavering as he charts the course for the next chapter of
his journey. With the launch of his new office on the horizon and his wife poised to join as Chief
Operating Officer, his dedication to growth and innovation is evident.

In the grand tapestry of inspiring leaders, Steve stands out prominently. His drive, leadership
prowess, and commitment to the community continue to leave an indelible mark in every arena
he graces.


